
ENHANCE YOUR EVENT SECURITY WITH THE

VISUAL IMPACT OF OVERSIZED PHOTO ID BADGES.

HDP600 CR100 HIGH DEFINITION PRINTER/ENCODER

Stand out from the crowd.

Professional sports. Concerts. Awards ceremonies.

Political conventions. Big events with big crowds in

big places add up to huge challenges for security 

professionals. They work hard to keep VIPs, athletes

and artists separated (and safe) from eager fans.

But how can you tell at a glance who’s authorized

for a specific area, and who isn’t?

That’s the advantage of oversized photo ID badges

printed by the Fargo HDP600 CR100 High Definition

Card Printer/Encoder. Oversized photo IDs let you

visually scan a crowd and see immediately who has

proper credentials and access rights. Bigger photos

and graphics help busy event security personnel

work more efficiently. And oversized IDs have room

for security features that make them easy to

authenticate and tough to counterfeit.

Badges you can’t miss.

Now you can eliminate the expense and hassle of

pre-printing ID badges with color-coded borders

and other security features. The HDP600 CR100

prints sharp, colorful photos and graphics over-the-

edge of standard CR-100 cards. It uses Fargo’s

patented High Definition Printing™ (HDP®) tech-

nology to print on the underside of a film that

adheres to the card. By sandwiching the image

between card and film, your oversized ID badges

become more durable and tamper-evident. If some-

one tries to alter a badge by peeling apart its layers,

the printed image is destroyed.

The HDP600 CR100 can also print on both sides

of a badge in one pass. Even with a big color photo

on the front, there’s plenty of space on the back for

black-and-white text, bar codes and digital signa-

tures. Dual-sided printing is an important security

feature too, since counterfeiters don’t often get a

good look at both sides of an authentic card.

Depend on a proven performer.

Durability is a key quality of the HDP600 CR100

printer/encoder. The HDP platform has proven

itself in thousands of high-demand, high-security

event, government and corporate installations

around the world. In the office, service bureau or at

an event site, the HDP600 CR100 is up to the task

of high-volume badge printing. 

Bigger is better — and more secure. A CR-100

card is 42% larger than a standard CR-80 card.

It makes a great oversized photo ID badge

that’s easier to see from a distance and too big

to hide in a wallet. Add a custom holographic

overlaminate for maximum security.

CR-80 CR-100



HDP600 CR100
HIGH DEFINITION PRINTER/ENCODER

Specifications Overview (complete HDP600 CR100 specs available at www.fargo.com/CR100)

Print Method: HDP Dye-Sublimation / Resin Thermal Transfer

Resolution: 300 dpi (11.8 dots/mm)

Colors: Up to 16.7 million / 256 shades per pixel

Print Speed:** • 85 seconds per card / 42 cards per hour (YMCKK with transfer)*
• 93 seconds per card / 38 cards per hour (YMCKK/lamination)

Accepted Standard Card Sizes: CR-100 (3.88"L x 2.63"W / 98.5mmL x 67mmW)

Input Hopper Card Capacity: 100 cards (.030" / .762mm)

Output Hopper Card Capacity: 100 cards (.030" / .762mm)

Print Area: Over-the-edge

Options: • Printer Cleaning Kit • Card Lamination Module
• External Print Server (Windows only; parallel  • Ethernet with internal print server

port only; required for stand-alone networking • ISO Magnetic Stripe Encoding Module
of printer/encoders) (available soon)

*Indicates the ribbon type and the number of ribbon panels printed where Y=Yellow, M=Magenta, C=Cyan, K=Resin Black 

**Print speed indicates an approximate batch print speed and is measured from the time a card feeds into the printer to the time it ejects from the printer. Print speeds do

not include encoding time or the time needed for the PC to process the image. Process time is dependent on the size of the file, the CPU, amount of RAM and the amount

of available resources at the time of the print. 

Protect ID badges from forgery with a holographic
overlaminate and optional card lamination module.

Maintain quality by automatically routing defective
badges into the Reject Card Hopper (available only
with the lamination module).

Reduce potential security errors by printing and
mag-stripe encoding ID badges in a single pass.

Avoid production errors by reading printer and materi-
als status on the user-friendly SmartScreen™ LCD.
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Eliminate the expense of preprinted ID badges by print-
ing borders and graphics over the edge of CR-100 cards.

Save time during badge printing with color-coded, 
easy-to-install printer ribbons.

Improve quality and reduce waste with tape-based Card
Cleaning System that removes dust and debris from
cards before printing.

Maximize your hardware investment with optional
Ethernet connectivity.
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Add layers of security with
holographic overlaminates.

Big events are an attractive target for ID badge

counterfeiters. But with its optional lamination

module, the HDP600 CR100 can add a holographic

overlaminate to your badges for maximum protec-

tion from forgery, tampering and routine wear and

tear. An overlaminate can make your event badges

more durable, which can reduce costly rebadging.

And secure holographic images pose an extra

deterrent to counterfeiters. The HDP600 CR100

can print and laminate a badge in one pass in just

93 seconds — essential speed when you have hun-

dreds of people to badge.

Contact an authorized Fargo integrator today
about the Fargo HDP600 CR100 High
Definition Card Printer/Encoder.
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Contact an authorized Fargo integrator
today to learn more about a secure card
identity system that includes:

• HDP600 CR100 
Card Printer/Encoder

• Holographic Overlaminates

• Ethernet Connectivity
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An extra layer of deterrence. A

holographic overlaminate adds a

layer of security that’s tough to

counterfeit. Holographic images

also make it easier for security

personnel to spot authentic

badges. Choose from either a

custom holographic image (top

left) using your own graphic, or a

standard holographic globe image

(bottom left).

Events

Airports

Government
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